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In order to build an intelligent platform that can be applied to singing and nervous system adjustment, this paper optimizes the
positioning and information processing algorithms for wireless sensor network perception. Moreover, this article combines
binocular vision to realize the singer’s real-time positioning, combines the singer’s emotion recognition with the intelligent
sensor system, and combines the emotion recognition with the adjustment of the nervous system, so that the singer can better
control the intelligent platform. In addition, in order to solve the problem of multisensor information fusion, this paper
improves the sensor fusion algorithm to make it suitable for the information fusion of vision sensors and information sensors.
Finally, this paper designs the functional structure of the system, transmits data through wireless sensor networks, simulates
human emotion models, and studies the process of singing and the adjustment of the nervous system. It can be seen from the
experimental research results that the method proposed in this paper has a certain effect.

1. Introduction

The process of singing is not only a vocal process, but also an
emotional transmission process, and people’s emotions are
mainly controlled by the nervous system. Therefore, in order
to improve the effect of singing, it is necessary to improve
the regulation of singing and nervous system while singing,
so as to improve the effective regulation and control between
singing and emotion [1].

In vocal music learning and singing, only by correctly
playing the musical instrument “voice” can singers make a
correct sound. However, due to the special attribute of voice,
singers cannot intuitively operate the “voice” instrument.
They can only experience their own singing movement state
through various internal feelings and adjust their singing
behavior activities in time, so as to make a good and high-
quality voice [2]. This makes singing complex and difficult
to control. When a singer sings, on the one hand, the brain
and nervous system direct the coordinated movement of
the singer’s physiological organs; on the other hand, they
also dispatch internal psychological activities to make a cor-
rect response, so as to interact with the singer’s physiological

body and jointly assist the voice. Singing behavior activity is
the combination of singer’s body physiology and psychol-
ogy. This process not only makes each organ of singing
physiology in a positive movement state, but also correctly
guides singer’s psychology, which makes singer’s body phys-
iology in an effective movement and cooperates with singing
psychology to carry out artistic practice. It can be seen that
in vocal music learning and singing, only by effectively
grasping the combination of singer’s body physiology and
psychology can we effectively carry out vocal music artistic
activities. Furthermore, we can reproduce the connotation
and artistic plot of vocal music works and send out the voice
that moves the audience to make the internal psychology of
the audience consistent with the emotional expression of the
song, so as to infect the audience and make them affirm the
singer’s artistic behavior [3].

The singer’s body physiology is not only the basis of
singing, but also the basis of the emergence and develop-
ment of singing psychological activities. In the study and
singing of vocal music, the comprehensive training of
singer’s physiological function is also the basis of singer’s
vocal music practice. The training of singers’ physiological
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skills is the basis of singing. In the early stage of vocal music
learning, because the physiological organs of singing body
have not been systematically and scientifically trained, there
will be some problems in singing, such as broken sound,
hoarseness, tension of laryngeal muscle tissue, shallow
breath, and inability to reasonably open and apply the reso-
nance chamber. These problems are the result that the
singer’s psychology cannot reasonably regulate the coordi-
nated movement of the body’s physiological organs and
muscle tissues without training.

Based on the above analysis, this paper applies wireless
sensor network to the regulation of singing and nervous
system, transmits data through wireless sensor network,
and simulates human emotion model, so as to study the
regulation process of singing and nervous system.

2. Related Work

The purpose of WSN is to perceive, collect, and transmit
data information related to monitoring objects in the moni-
toring area, process the information, and finally provide the
processed data to users [4]. A typical WSN network system
consists of sensor node, sink node, transportation network,
and monitoring center. A large number of sensor nodes
are randomly deployed in or near the monitoring area,
which can form a network through self-organization. The
data monitored by the sensor node is transmitted through
the transmission network. In the transmission process, the
data information may be processed by multiple nodes and
routed to the sink node after multiple hops [5].

Data aggregation is an important research problem in
wireless sensor networks [6]. For the study of data aggrega-
tion, either the algorithm based on energy balance consider-
ation or the algorithm in the case of multiple base stations or
the algorithm in the case of single base station or the real-
time algorithm in the routing layer, literature [7] proves that
the data aggregation problem of reducing delay is NP diffi-
cult. They also designed an algorithm for data aggregation
with an approximate coefficient of Δ-1 (Δ is the degree of
the largest node). Literature [8] studies the optimal forward-
ing moment problem as a policy node for the decision pro-
cess model to determine the optimal decision of the sensor.
In [9], an algorithm is designed which has a delayed binding
Oðlog ðNÞÞ. It is believed that each node can learn the near-
est neighbors and has a special collision detection function,
although this situation cannot always guarantee that the net-
work is normal. The data aggregation model studied in liter-
ature [10] is based on a tree structure. Literature [11]
proposed a scheduling algorithm based on the maximum
independent set, which has a delayed binding of 23R + Δ −
18. They focused their main energy on a special scene.

Literature [12] proposed the Ken algorithm, which uses
two dynamic probability models; one runs on the sink node
(sink node), and the other runs on each node in the network,
passing these two models under the premise of a small loss
of precision, a model to reduce the amount of data transmis-
sion as much as possible. Literature [13] proposed the
ALVQ algorithm, which uses historical data to construct a
cipher to explore the inherent characteristics of the data

and then uses this cipher to piecewise linearly compress
other data to reduce the amount of data transmission. Liter-
ature [14] proposed a piecewise linear approximation algo-
rithm, which uses a straight line to approximate the
current but uncompressed data point under the condition
of a given error limit, until a new data point makes this limit
be broken. Then similarly, starting from this new data point,
use a new straight line to approximate the subsequent arrival
point. Literature [15] proposed the EAQ algorithm, which
first converts the original time series into a special time
series description MVA (multiversion array). Using this
MVA prefix, an approximate version of the original time
series with a certain error can be recovered. As the prefix
increases, the error gradually decreases. The time series
approximation with variable error is realized. In addition,
researchers have also proposed algorithms for data compres-
sion using Discrete Fourier Transform [16], Discrete Cosine
Transform [17], and Discrete Wavelet Transform [18],
which are all based on time series time correlation algo-
rithms. But its computational complexity is high, so it is
not suitable for WSN.

3. General Framework for Multisensor Fusion
Positioning of Singing Voice Based on
Graph Optimization

Graph optimization is a method for processing optimization
problems. The variables and constraint equations between
variables that are specifically solved in the optimization prob-
lem are expressed as nodes and edges in an undirected graph,
and the variables to be optimized are calculated iteratively
through methods such as gradient descent. The positioning
algorithm framework proposed in this section uses the idea
of graph optimization to convert the amount of motion and
sensor observations on a certain segment of the singer’s
trajectory into constraints and variables in the graph optimi-
zation and iteratively calculate the optimal singer’s pose.

The singer’s motion model and viewing model are usually
modeled as nonlinear equations with Gaussian noise [19]:

xl = gl xl−1, ulð Þ +wl,wl ∼N 0, Δ−1
wl

� �
,

zl = hi xlð Þ + vl, vl ∼N 0, Δ−1
vl

� �
:

ð1Þ

xl is the system state vector to be calculated at the main
time, zl is the observation vector of the sensor at time i, and
zl is the system motion equation that maps the system state
vector from time i to time i + 1. ul is the system control vari-
able input at time i, and hl is the system observation equation
that maps the state of the system to the observation space at
time i. wl and vl are the motion noise and observation noise
of the system, which are Gaussian white noise with variances
Δ−1
wl

and Δ−1
wl
, respectively, and Δwl

and Δwl
are the signal

matrix ofmotion noise and the informationmatrix of observa-
tion noise, respectively. This state vector can be calculated by
solving the following least squares optimization problem:
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x∗ =min
x

〠
l

xl − gl xl−1, ulð Þk k2Δwl
+ zi − hi xð Þk k2Δwl

� �

=min
x

〠
l

rgl xð Þ
��� ���2

Δwl

+ rhl xð Þ�� ��2
Δwl

� �

=min
x

〠
l

rl xð Þk k2Δwl
:

ð2Þ

rgl and rhl are the residual expressions of the motion equa-
tion and the observation equation, respectively, which can
usually be approximated by the Gauss-Newton method.
Since it is a nonlinear equation and needs to be linearized
by Taylor expansion, the expression of the update amount
for each iteration should be

δx =min
δx

〠
l

rl x̂⊞δxð Þk k2Δwl
∼min

δx
〠
l

rl x̂ð Þ + J1δxk k2Δwl
: ð3Þ

Among them, J l ≔ ∂rlðx̂⊞δxÞ/∂δxjδx=0 is the covariance
matrix of the error state. ⊞ is the lie algebra operators. By
expanding the above formula, the expression of δx is
obtained [20].

δx = − JT ∧ J
� �−1

JT ∧ r: ð4Þ

By superimposing this amount of change on the state
amount at the previous moment, the updated state amount
at the next moment can be obtained.

x = x̂⊞δx: ð5Þ

In the positioning problem, the state equation of the above
optimization problem may include pose, geosphere point, and
parameters. The pose is usually represented by SE3 manifold,
and the map point is represented by its Euclidean coordinates.
The motionmodel is related to the singer’s motion sensor, and
the observation model is related to the singer’s sensory sensor.
The motion model is to constrain the states of two singers at
different times, and the observation model is to constrain the
states of the singers and the map points. Therefore, the above
optimization model can be expressed as an undirected graph
shown in Figure 1.

The general positioning framework is used to describe
specific positioning problems, which will greatly help the
subsequent system observability analysis and system matrix
decomposition. The reason is that the undirected graph
here is often similar to the sparse matrix of the system in
terms of spatial structure, which facilitates the analysis of
the system. At the same time, graph representation is also
helpful to the realization of algorithms, because many algo-
rithms in the computer field are implemented based on
graph representation.

Aiming at the binocular camera and IMU, combined
with the feature-based visual positioning algorithm, a visual
positioning system based on binocular-IMU fusion is
designed and implemented. The visual mileage estimation
is performed by extracting feature points from the binocular
image, combined with IMU preintegration. Carry out tight

coupling optimization to achieve high-precision and high-
stability visual positioning. This method uses the high
frequency and high dynamics of the IMU to improve the
accuracy and robustness of the feature-based visual position-
ing algorithm and to ensure the computational efficiency.
Experiments show that even in high-speed motion and
undertextured scenes, the method can still estimate the
singer’s motion stably and accurately.

The structural block diagram of the system is shown as
in Figure 2. First, the visual inertial registration algorithm
is introduced, and then, the IMU preintegration and binoc-
ular visual information are tightly coupled and optimized
using the fusion algorithm framework based on graph
optimization. Finally, the performance of the algorithm is
verified through experiments.

With IMU preintegration, the relative constraints
between poses can be obtained for a certain period of time.
However, the IMU preintegration is calculated in the IMU
local coordinate system and needs to be fused with the result
of the calculation in the visual coordinate system. In the
visual positioning algorithm, the world coordinate system
usually selects the first frame camera coordinate system,
and the acceleration of gravity measured by the IMU is in
the IMU coordinate system. For the multisensor fusion algo-
rithm, only one coordinate system can be selected as the
navigation coordinate system. In this paper, the camera
coordinate system is selected as the navigation coordinate
system, and the world coordinate system is the camera coor-
dinate system of the first frame. Under this assumption,
within a period of time from the beginning of the binocular
vision and IMU fusion positioning algorithm proposed in
this paper, it is necessary to initialize the visual positioning
algorithm to obtain the camera trajectory and the con-
structed environment map during this period, and corre-
sponding. The IMU preintegration is calculated between
adjacent key frames to realign the gravity in the IMU coor-
dinate system to the visual coordinate system. This process
is called visual inertial registration.

Unlike a monocular camera, a binocular camera can
obtain the left and right images at the same time every time
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the general framework of
multisensor fusion positioning.
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it samples and can directly restore the feature point depth
through the binocular matching algorithm. After the first
frame of the binocular image is acquired, the initial visual
feature map can be constructed through binocular matching,
and through this map and the subsequent binocular images,
the PnP algorithm is performed to calculate the pose track-
ing result. The specific steps are shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Feature Extraction. On binocular images, ORB feature
points are extracted to ensure that 1000-1500 feature points
can be extracted from each image. In order to make the
extracted feature points evenly distributed on the image, this
paper divides the image into grids of the same size. The
number of feature points extracted in each grid is roughly
the same to ensure that enough feature points can be
extracted in each image area.

3.2. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction. The binocular vision
method can reconstruct the visual feature map from the left
and right camera images at the same time. The most com-
monly used is the module matching algorithm, referred to
as the BM algorithm. The binocular image needs to be pre-
processed by the binocular alignment algorithm. After this
step, the same pixel blocks in the left and right images are
the same in height. Then, when performing the BM algo-
rithm, searching for a pixel in the left image to the corre-
sponding pixel block in the right image can simply search
on a pixel of the same height, which greatly improves the
search efficiency. However, because the binocular alignment
algorithm cannot perfectly align the left and right images,
when searching, we can not only search for a certain pixel
in the right image, but should also search for a certain pixel
and its surrounding area to improve the accuracy of the
search. After the correct matching point pair is obtained by
the BM algorithm, the depth recovery of the feature points
can be carried out through the binocular stereo. A schematic
diagram of binocular depth recovery is shown in Figure 4.
The calculated depth is the Z-direction coordinate of point
X, which can be solved by solving the triangle constructed
in the figure.

3.3. Pose Solution. Through binocular depth recovery, a fea-
ture point map can be reconstructed. Some points in this
map can be observed by the current image and associated
through feature matching. The method of calculating the
pose of the current image through the association between

the map points in the three-dimensional space and the pixels
on the image is called the PnP algorithm (Perspective n
Point). As shown in Figure 5, the map point obtained by
binocular recovery at time k − 1 is a small blue circle in
the figure. Some of these map points are observed by the
image at time k, that is, the map points connected to the
image at time k with a purple line. These map points
are projected back to the image at time k and are associ-
ated with the feature points in the image through feature
matching. In order to calculate Tk−1

k , we set the projection
matrix at time k to Pk [21].

Pk = K
Rk−1
k pk−1k

0 1

" #
: ð6Þ

K is the camera internal parameter matrix. The coordi-
nates of a certain map point in space in the k − 1 camera
coordinate system are denoted as X; then, the pixel coor-
dinates x of X in the camera at time k can be calculated
by Pk as follows:

x = PkX: ð7Þ

The corresponding Tk−1
k can be solved by solving the

above projection equation. There are a total of 6 degrees
of freedom for Tk−1

k , and each projection point can pro-
vide two linear equations, that is to say theoretically, there
are 3 projection point pairs to calculate the relative motion
Tk−1
k . However, due to factors such as mismatches in the

matching process of map points and feature points, we
cannot correctly calculate the accurate relative motion
Tk−1
k by selecting only three projection point pairs in prac-

tice, but a large amount of sampling is required. There-
fore, this paper uses an optimized method to calculate a
result that is closest to the true value.

In addition to the above three modules, key frames are
also selected in the visual front end. This paper proposes
the following two criteria for selecting key frames. The first
is to calculate the average disparity between the current
frame and the previous frame. If the average disparity
exceeds a certain threshold, it is considered that the current
frame should be selected as a key frame. The disparity is
obtained by calculating the coordinate pixel difference
between the matching feature points of the current frame

Data collection preprocessing Data collection preprocessing

Image (30HZ)

Optimize positioning

Partial window
optimization

Feature extraction

Key frame extraction

Visual front end Visual inertial
registration

IMU (100HZ) IMU pre-integration Pose
output

Figure 2: IMU binocular vision fusion algorithm frame.
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and the previous frame. It is worth noting that not only
translation will produce parallax, but also rotation. However,
it is difficult to reconstruct visual features under pure rota-
tion. In order to avoid this situation, this paper integrates
the gyroscope signal in a short period of time and separates
it during the calculation of the parallax, so as to ignore the
influence of rotation on the visual reconstruction. The sec-
ond is to consider the quality of pose tracking. If the number
of points obtained by matching the current frame with the
previous frame is less than a certain threshold, the current
frame will be selected as a key frame. This criterion can
greatly reduce the probability of pose tracking failure.

The relative pose between the key frames is obtained
through IMU preintegration, and the relative pose of the
key frames is obtained through the visual front end. Because
the coordinate systems are different, the registration needs to
be performed in a loose coupling manner, which is mainly to
convert the gravity in the IMU coordinate system to the
visual coordinate system. Figure 6 is a schematic diagram
of a visual inertial registration.

Through the visual front end and IMU preintegration, it
is possible to independently calculate the movement trajec-
tory of the camera and the movement of the IMU coordinate
system within a period of time. Since the rotation obtained
by the preintegration of the gyroscope has nothing to do
with gravity, we can first preintegrate the gyroscope to
obtain a measurement with offset and compare it with the
rotation obtained by the camera motion estimation to esti-
mate the gyroscope offset. The rotations of two adjacent
key frames estimated by vision are RC0

Ck
and RC0

Ck+1
, and the

rotations of the IMU coordinate system can be obtained by
the external parameters of the camera and IMU as RC0

Bk
and

RC0
Bk+1

. Compared with the result of IMU preintegration, there
is a relation [22]:

RC0
T

Bk
RC0
Bk+1

≈ ΔRk,k+1: ð8Þ

The gyroscope bias bg is included in ΔRk,k+1, so the opti-
mization objective equation can be obtained.

min
δbg

〠 log RC0
Bk+1

T
RC0
Bk+1

ΔRk,k+1
� ���� ���2,

ΔRk,k+1 ≈ Δ~Rk,k+1 exp δg
� �

:

ð9Þ

By iteratively optimizing this objective equation, the
gyroscope bias bg in the registration phase can be solved.

The gravitational acceleration is coupled in the accelera-
tion measurement of the IMU. In order to register the grav-
itational acceleration with the visual coordinate system, it is
considered to associate the translation component estimated
by the visual motion with the velocity and position measure-
ment in the IMU preintegration. The relationship between
the position of the visual coordinate system at time k and

Binocular image

Binocular matching

Pose solver

PnP algorithm

Key frame selection

Feature extraction

ORB feature points

Three-dimensional
reconstruction

Figure 3: Flow chart of binocular vision front end.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of binocular depth recovery.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of PnP algorithm.
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the position of the IMU coordinate system is as follows:

pC0
Bk
≈ pC0

Ck
− RC0

Bk
pBC: ð10Þ

In order to convert the gravitational acceleration to the
visual coordinate system C0, the IMU preintegration from
time k to k + 1 is rewritten as follows:

Δpk,k+1 = RC0
T

Bk
pC0
Ck+1

− pC0
Ck
+ 1
2
C0
gΔt2 − RC0

Bk
vBk

Δt
� �

,

Δvk,k+1 = RC0
T

Bk
RC0
Bk+1

vBk+1+
C0gΔt − RC0

Bk
vBk

� �
:

ð11Þ

Visual motion estimation and IMU preintegration are
integrated to obtain the linear observation equation:

~zBk
Bk+1

= Δpk,k+1 − pBC + RC0
T

Bk
RC0
Bk+1

pBC

Δvk,k+1

" #
=HBk

Bk+1
χ + nBk

Bk+1
: ð12Þ

Among them, HBk
Bk+1

= −IΔt 0 1/2RC0
T

Bk
Δt2

−I

" #
is the

variable to be optimized, including HBk
Bk+1

=

−IΔt 0 1/2RC0
T

Bk
Δt2

−I

" #
, vBk

, and vBk+1 , and HBk
Bk+1

=

−IΔt 0 1/2RC0
T

Bk
Δt2

−I

" #
is as follows:

HBk
Bk+1

=
−IΔt 0 1

2R
C0

T

Bk
Δt2

−I RC0
T

Bk
RC0
Bk+1

RC0
T

Bk
Δt

2
64

3
75: ð13Þ

Just by solving the linear equations, HBk
Bk+1

=

−IΔt 0 1/2RC0
T

Bk
Δt2

−I

" #
can be calculated and obtained.

min
χ

〠 Z∧Bk
Bk+1

−HBk
Bk+1

χ
��� ���2: ð14Þ

In the multisensor fusion problem, there are usually two
fusion methods, namely, loose coupling and tight coupling.
Loose coupling means that each sensor in a multisensor sys-
tem uses its own information to perform calculations and
then fuse the results calculated by each sensor. Tight cou-
pling means that the algorithm directly integrates the infor-
mation obtained by each sensor for processing without
preprocessing the information. It can be seen that under
the loose coupling optimization method, each sensor is inde-
pendent of each other and cannot really restrict each other.
The tight coupling is to directly unify the raw data of each
sensor for processing, and the sensor information is coupled
with each other to obtain a better estimation effect. In most
applications of multisensor fusion algorithms, tight coupling
optimization methods are adopted.

The so-called tight coupling optimization is actually
adding the IMU preintegration and visual observation and
the camera pose to be optimized into a partial window for
optimization. In this partial window, the variables to be opti-
mized are as follows:

χ = x0, x1,⋯, xn, l0, l1,⋯lm½ �,
xk = pWBk

, vBk
, RW

Bk
, ba, bg

h i
, k ∈ 0, n½ � × ,

l j = x, y, z½ �, j ∈ 0,m½ �:
ð15Þ

Among them, xk is the system state of the k-th captured
camera, including the position pWBk

of the IMU coordinate
system relative to the world coordinate system, the speed
vBk

and the rotation RW
Bk

relative to the world coordinate sys-
tem, and the offset ba, bg in the IMU measurement. Here,

IMU pre-
integration

Gravity
Again

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of visual inertial registration.
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the IMU coordinate system is selected as the navigation
coordinate system, and the calculated pose is updated to
the camera coordinate system through the external parame-
ters between the IMU and the camera.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of partial window opti-
mization in a certain period of time. The combination of
the blue rectangle and the blue trapezoid is the camera, the
blue rectangle is the IMU, and the black line connecting
them is the external parameter. The red five-pointed star is
the visual map point, and the dotted line between the camera
and the visual map point indicates that the camera observes
the map point. Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of map opti-
mization corresponding to the partial window in Figure 8,
and the map points are all summarized in blue ellipses.
The yellow circle represents the state quantity to be esti-
mated, P is the pose of the IMU, V is the speed of the
IMU, and B is the partial mass measured by the IMU. The
squares represent constraints, and the blue squares are the
constraints of the reprojection error between the visual fea-
ture map points and the camera. The green square is the
IMU preintegration constraint, and the relationship between
the state to be estimated and the constraint is represented by
a thin black line. For example, the blue square connects Р
and the map point.

The optimization problem represented by the above
graph optimization is as follows:

χ∗ =min
χ

〠
k

Eproj k, jð Þ + EIMU i, jð Þ
 !

: ð16Þ

The green square in the figure is the preintegration con-
straint of EIMUði, jÞ, and the blue square is the reprojection
error constraint Eprojðk, jÞ. When the k-th map point and
the j-th camera are given, the projection error Eprojðk, jÞ
between them is defined as follows:

Among them, pk represents the pixel coordinates of
the feature point matching the k-th map point to the
image, and πð⋅Þ represents the projection transformation,
which projects a point lkc in the visual coordinate system
onto the image. ρð⋅Þ is a function of error mode detection.
When the internal error exceeds a certain threshold, the
weight of this error in the optimization is reduced to
reduce the impact on the final estimation result. ∑k is
the information matrix of the reprojection error, which is
related to the error model of the projection. The larger
the error, the smaller the information value. lkc is converted
from the pose in the IMU coordinate system and the
camera IMU external parameter lk. For the IMU preinte-
gration constraint EIMUði, jÞ, there are

x2

x1
xn

ln
l1

l0

x0

......

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of partial window.
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V
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of graph optimization.
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Figure 9: Singing and nervous system regulation platform based on
wireless sensor perception network.
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EIMU i, jð Þ = ρ eTR , eTv eTp
h i

〠
l

eTR , eTv eTp
h iT !

+ ρ eTb〠
b

eb

 !
,

eR = log ΔRij exp δbgi
� �� �TRBi

WRW
Bj

� �
,

ev = RBi
W vBj

− vBi
−wgΔt

� �
− Δvij,

ep = RBi
W pWBj

− pWBi
− vBi

Δt −
1
2
W

gΔt2
� �

− Δpij,

eb = bj − bi:

ð17Þ

Among them, ∑l is the information matrix of preinte-

gration, and ∑b is the information matrix of partial qual-
ity. For the above graph optimization structure, an
optimization solver is constructed, such as a Gauss-
Newton solver or an LM solver. Therefore, the number
of poses in the partial window designed in this section is
limited to 10, which takes into account the calculation effi-
ciency and accuracy of the algorithm.

4. Singing and Nervous System Regulation
Based on Wireless Sensor
Perception Network

This paper constructs a mental emotion recognition system
when singing, in which emotion recognition is directly
linked to the nervous system. The data collection and

Table 1: Experimental research results of singing and nervous system regulation platform based on wireless sensor network perception.

Number System assessment Number System assessment Number System assessment Number System assessment

1 93.37 14 95.44 27 96.31 40 94.58

2 93.99 15 85.41 28 84.21 41 85.68

3 86.76 16 95.52 29 93.39 42 94.53

4 92.27 17 88.17 30 91.51 43 84.71

5 96.50 18 86.79 31 91.04 44 91.44

6 85.98 19 84.70 32 86.38 45 85.68

7 94.75 20 85.05 33 92.13 46 89.26

8 85.93 21 90.95 34 92.56 47 85.79

9 89.06 22 94.82 35 93.93 48 84.47

10 92.73 23 91.69 36 89.98 49 90.47

11 85.60 24 95.35 37 95.54 50 95.64

12 94.33 25 84.12 38 85.40

13 87.07 26 93.79 39 94.34
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Figure 10: Histogram of experimental research results of singing and nervous system regulation platform based on wireless sensor network
perception.
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transmission of the system in this paper are realized through
the wireless sensor network perception system. The system
constructed in this paper is shown in Figure 9.

After constructing the system platform as shown in
Figure 9, this paper evaluates the performance of this
system through experimental research and studies the reli-
ability of this system. This paper selects 50 volunteers from
college vocal music majors with normal hearing and good
health as the experimental subjects. Before the experiment,
the subjects did not take any drugs that could affect the
EEG and did not drink alcohol. At the same time, in order
to ensure good electrical conductivity between the scalp
and the electrode cap and improve the signal-to-noise ratio,
all subjects are asked to wash their hair and dry their hair
before the experiment started. Moreover, this paper uses a
sensor network to simultaneously identify and locate 50
experimental subjects at the same time and calculate the
effectiveness of this platform. The experimental results are
shown in Table 1 and Figure 10.

From the above research results, it can be seen that the
singing and nervous system regulation platform based on
the wireless sensor network perception built in this paper
has certain effects, and the system built in this paper can
continue to be experimentally studied in the follow-up prac-
tice to explore its practical effects.

5. Conclusion

Singing is a manifestation of human beings’ perception of
the outside world or their own emotions. The content and
emotions of singing are expressed through voice and body
language. This is inseparable from the singer’s own emo-
tional mobilization and the coordination of the body’s
physiology. Moreover, whether the physical movement of
the singer’s body is correct or not directly affects the qual-
ity of the singer’s voice and the expression of singing
psychology. Therefore, the correct physiological movement
of singing is inseparable from the guidance and regulation
of correct singing psychological activity. Singing physiol-
ogy is mainly composed of the physiological structure of
the voice, respiratory system, resonance system, language
system, and other elements. They affect and restrict the
learning, teaching, and practical activities of vocal music.
Only the coordinated movement of various singing physi-
ological organs and parts can produce a beautiful singing
voice. However, the production of the voice is inseparable
from the scheduling and control of the singer’s psycholog-
ical activities, and the correct guidance of the singing psy-
chological activities can lead to the correct physiological
movements of the body. This article uses wireless sensor
network applications to regulate singing and the nervous
system, uses wireless sensor networks for data transmis-
sion, and simulates the human emotion model to study
the regulation of singing and the nervous system.
Through experimental research, it can be known that
the singing and nervous system regulation platform based
on wireless sensor network perception built in this paper
has certain effects.
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